
Renowned IIM Ahmedabad alumnus, Gaurav

Rastogi, led a transformative workshop,

divided into two modules: "Focus and Finish"

and "Clear Business Communication through

Storytelling." Students gained insights into

productivity and effective communication as

Rastogi shared strategies for achieving 5x

productivity and honed their skills in crafting

impactful messages.

Rishihood University's Leadership

Colloquium featured Timcy Bansal, a

seasoned HR professional, discussing the

growing importance of Emotional Intelligence

in contemporary job culture. Bansal shared

insights and practical strategies for mastering

Emotional Intelligence, essential for

navigating leadership complexities in the

modern workplace.

Dr. Bhaskar Kamble recently captivated

audiences with his talk on "The Imperishable

Seed: How Hindu Mathematics Changed the

World and Why Its History Was Erased."

Highlighting the profound influence of Hindu

mathematics globally, Dr. Kamble shed light

on its overlooked historical narrative.

Attendees engaged in lively discussions,

emphasizing the importance of preserving

our civilization's mathematical legacy.

An engaging book talk unfolded with Prof. Dr.

Kausik Gangopadhyay from IIM Kozhikode,

delving into "The Majoritarian Myth" and its

nuanced perspective on social theories.

Highlighting the book's timeliness and

courage, Prof. Dr. Gangopadhyay's

discussion illuminated its scientific analysis of

social intolerance. The event sparked critical

discourse and deepened understanding of

societal dynamics among participants.

Rishihood hosted the Vasant Panchami Hawan,

a spiritual ceremony on February 14th, 2024,

uniting the community for academic excellence

and holistic well-being. Guided by revered

priests, the hawan fostered unity and a

commitment to growth, symbolizing a timeless

journey of seeking knowledge and nurturing

intellect.

Experience the essence of immersive

learning at Rishihood University's recent visit

to Delhi, where students engaged with real-

world complexities beyond textbooks. From

historical landmarks to technological

showcases, students gained practical

insights, not just as witnesses but as active

participants. Watch the full video here for a

glimpse into our experiential learning

approach.
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Tech Marvels

Our first-year students crafted their very first robot, showcasing innovation and hands-on

learning. This achievement was part of a 5-day comprehensive workshop where our students

built cars, crafted wheelchairs, and engaged in various fun-filled activities. It's a proud moment

for Rishihood as our students continue to push boundaries and shape a future filled with

technological marvels!

   

Pathways to Leadership

   

Universal-Integral Multilevel Education

The International Conference on Universal-Integral Multilevel Education in the Spirit of the New

Age, organized by the International Scientific School of Universology in association with the

Centre for Human Sciences, Rishihood University on 3-4 February 2024, fostered insightful

dialogues and exchanges to propel education into a new era aligned with humanity's evolving

needs. Emphasizing holistic approaches and conscious evolution, it highlighted the significance

of shaping the future of education.

   

Book Conversations 

   

Vasant Panchami

   

Beyond the Classroom

   

Rishihood in Media
   

   

   

 

https://rishihood.edu.in/newsletter/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3nP3pyS1lA
https://youtu.be/mPhKVYV2l6c
https://rishihood.edu.in/rishihood-university-and-matsushita-institute-of-government-and-management-forge-strategic-collaboration/
https://rishihood.edu.in/rishihood-university-launches-a-global-certification-program-on-leadership-and-practice-in-lactation-and-breastfeeding/
https://rishihood.edu.in/rishihood-university-signs-mou-with-rajyoga-education-and-research-foundations-sparc-wing-for-enhanced-education-and-cognitive-studies/
https://rishihood.edu.in/giving/
https://www.facebook.com/rishihood
https://twitter.com/rishihooduni/
https://whttps//www.linkedin.com/school/rishihood/w.linkedin.com/school/18053303/admin/
https://www.youtube.com/c/rishihood
https://www.instagram.com/rishihooduni/
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